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Most books on sausage making are filled with unknown quality recipes, this book is different. It

contains carefully compiled government recipes that were used by Polish meat plants between

1950-1990. Those recipes were not written by restaurant cooks or college students running web

sites, but by the best professionals in the meat science industry the country had. The recipes

presented in this book come from those government manuals and they were never published

before. These are recipes and production processes of the authentic products that were made by

Polish meat plants and sold to the public. Most of those sausages are still made and sold in Poland.

The unique strength of the book lies in those detailed instructions and after reading the book the

readers will understand how to make all types of sausages, select the best meats and apply cures,

smoke products with cold or hot smoke, and create their own recipes without adding chemicals.
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Stanley Marianski is the author of eleven books which include topics on meat smoking, pickling and

making alcoholic beverages. Stanley actively participates in many forums and conferences related

to meat smoking; he is a regular participant of the Wedliny Domowe National Conference in Poland

where purveyors of meat products get the opportunity to showcase their goods. His main objective

in writing his books which always contain diagrams is to help the reader "understand the sausage

making process" and then "create his own recipes." His passion for creating unique sausage blends

have been handed down from generations and he looks forward to continue sharing this passion

with sons who also co-authored most of his books.



Great explanation of meat in this book. The author has a Polish sense of humor. It contains the

Polish Government's rules for making Kielbasa. Many recipes, very specific, even white sausage.

I have been making sausage for years now and came across this book. I have now expanded my

sausage making into many varieties due to this book. But I still use my grandmas recipe for fresh

polish sausage. :-) Being of polish heritage, it has been great to produce varieties that my mom

remembers from her youth. It is not just a bunch of recipes, they go into history and explanations of

procedures and meat selection and all kinds of stuff you will never find in just a recipe book.

ok

I have searched and collected heaps of recipes on smoked sausage but was still confused with the

smoking process , it was suggested in one to buy this book, I did and it's all I need. Thank you.

Excellent authentic recipes... If you make sausage, this needs to be in your library.

I liked it very much. It really went into explaining the whole recipe step by step.

Well done book...a lot of formulations
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